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Door Stop

This is a combination woodworking and turning project. It offers us a way to show off our pommels without having to make
stair balusters or furniture parts. Or to practice our pommels before tackling that special furniture project.
Keep in mind that this is an object that might get some serious rough handling, including being kicked in and out of place.
A rounded, rather than pointed, knob is a good choice.

Part 1: Prepare the blank:
These can be made in different sizes for different gaps under the door. I have chosen a size that should work with most
household interior doors. This plan makes 2 door stops.
Many different wood types are suitable. Choose a wood that is fairly wear resistant, and that can accept the level of detail
that you plan for your knob. I use dry wood, but it doesn’t need to be. Maybe a warped and twisted door stop is your style!
Calculate the size of your blank by taking 2 times the length you want for the knob, adding 1/2” (13mm) or so for tailstock
damage, and adding the length that you want the taper to be, plus about 1/2” (13mm) that gets lost in the final bandsaw
cut.
My project starts with a blank that is 10-1/2” (267mm) long, and 1-1/2” (38mm) square. It’s nice to have the blank sanded
flat and square before turning. Cutting it on the tablesaw is a good way to get a straight square blank. Running it through a
thickness planer on all 4 sides saves on sanding time. I used a horizontal belt sander for sanding, but it could be done
with a powered pad sander, hand block, or a sheet of sandpaper glued to a board.

Part 2: Turning:
Find the center of both ends, and mount between centers. Steb centers are nice, but not necessary. Mark the length of
the knob feature, and turn the shape of your choice.
Work in close to the tailstock, leaving enough material for support between centers. Sand the knob.
I like to work on the tailstock end for comfort and accessibility. After doing the tailstock end, I’ll turn the blank around and
do the second knob at the tailstock also.

The second knob can be separated from the tailstock by working in close enough that the gouge or skew cuts through the
wood fibers completely. It’s a good idea to leave a tiny bit of material on the knob side in case the fibers try to tear out.
Saw off the tailstock nib from the other knob.
Sand the ends of the knobs. A lathe, or drill press, mounted sanding mandrel with soft foam works well. So does a soft
hand block with a sheet of sandpaper, or a palm sander.

Part 3: Cut the tapered wedge:
Mark out the line between the 2 door stops, cut on the bandsaw, and sand flat. It’s nice to bevel or round over the sharp
corners.
Another option, that uses more wood, is to cut the blank as long as one door stop will be, and then cut off the taper and
throw away the scrap.

Part 7: Finishing:
It is possible to finish the knob on the lathe, but I prefer to finish the whole piece afterwards. An oil finish holds up better
than a film finish that can get scratched through from use.

Part 8: Please Turn Safely:
Keep the tailstock up to the work whenever possible. This is always a good idea. For the safety of your work
piece and your self!
Be sure the tool rest and tailstock are tightened down and don’t have a tendency to move. This is especially
important when turning a blank between centers. Keep checking the tailstock pressure as you turn, as the wood
can compress from the turning force.
Be sure the chuck is tightly fastened to the lathe spindle, and that the jaws are tight. If you leave for awhile, recheck the jaw tightness before turning on the lathe.
Keep all body parts away from the spinning wood
Always stop the lathe before repositioning the tool rest. This is good practice all the time, but even more so with
a natural edge piece.
Wear eye and/or full face protection at ALL TIMES
Use your own good judgment, and only do what feels safe to YOU.
Oh, and above all, be sure to HAVE FUN !!
A disclaimer: What I have written here, and what you see in my classes, is merely my way of doing woodturning.
There are as many different methods as there are woodturners, and if it gets the job done safely, we are all
“doing it right”. If you do things differently, and it works for you, I am not arguing or telling you to change. I am
just offering another possibility. It is my hope that you will learn something useful from what I share. Please
accept this information only for what it is: my way, my opinion, not the only way to do things.

Tools:
This project can be done with a variety of tools, depending on the details you choose to do. Carbide and conventional
tools both work. Here are the tools that I typically use:
1/2” (13mm) 40/40 Bowl Gouge
3/8” (10mm) 40/40 Bowl Gouge
3/8” (10mm) Spindle Gouge
1/2” (13mm) Steb Centers for headstock and tailstock (or other centers)

1/8” (3mm) Parting tool
Hand saw for cutting off the tailstock nib
Bandsaw, sander, other equipment for creating the square blank and cutting the taper

